Irregular Verbs Exercise

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate verb form.

1. I have ....................................... twelve eggs.
   - buyed
   - bought
   - buy

2. Have you ..................................... the violin?
   - bring
   - bringed
   - brought

3. He .............................................. there motionless.
   - lied
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4. Much water has ......................... under the bridge.

flowed
flew
flown

5. Suddenly he ......................... from his seat.

rised
rose
risen
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6. The injured person was .................................. to hospital.

  take

  took

  taked

  taken

7. He ............................................. a black shirt.

  wear

  wore

  worn

8. She ............................................. her hand.

  raise
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9. Who .................................. juice on the carpet?

   spilled
   spilt

   Either could be used here

10. The ship ...................................... to the bottom.

   sanked
   sank
   sunk
11. I was ............................... some photographs.

showed

shown

Either could be used here

12. The bell has .................................

rang

rung

ringed

Answers

I have bought twelve eggs.
Have you brought the violin?
He lay there motionless.
Much water has flowed under the bridge.
Suddenly he rose from his seat.
The injured person was taken to hospital.
He wore a black shirt.
She raised her hand.
Who spilled / spilt juice on the carpet?
The ship sank to the bottom.
I was shown some photographs.
The bell has rung.